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Scary but Necessary… 
(Mark 2:18-22)  

 

You know Pastor I hear that Really Exciting Church started a new 
worship on Sundays at 6am; they call it, “carpe diem”! Everyone who attends 
says it’s an essential part of their spiritual growth. I think we should try it, what 
do you say?!       
 This fictional example is actually pretty close to the truth. So many well-
meaning-I think-people share ideas they hear from churches they’ve attended OR 
have friends attending. But truthfully this kind of interaction is always a 
challenge for me… how about you?   
 In our silly example, were it real, my mind would immediately shift from 
listening to thinking about how early of a drive this would cause Mark Dewalt, 
how much coffee I would need to drink and whether the fellowship committee 
would allow me to brew it that early? 
 But seriously, that’s exactly what happens when new ideas are presented 
into our routine oriented minds… instead of hearing options we think of the 
obstacles. But the “way we’ve always done things”, once was a new idea.  It IS 
“scary but necessary” … Change!  

Don’t worry we’re not adding a 6am worship service. However, today I want 
us to think about what needs refreshed or reformed? What all helpful and healthy 
people know is that some degree of change is necessary throughout our lives. 
Churches are no different.  
 So far in our series on the leadership lessons of Jesus we’ve learned 
that we need to take care of ourselves, remain open to others, be spontaneous and 
join others in our work. Some skip self-care, remain independent, regimented 
and refrain from asking for help, but in time these same people are likely to 
burnout or breakdown.   
 All good leaders must know what is going on in their organization or how to 
make improvements and where most of their energy should be spent. Yet, even if 
they accomplish this assessment process challenges may still occur if and when 
innovations are suggested that threaten those who prefer the old ways of doing 
things.  

This is why so many churches struggle. Churches are filled with time tested, 
multi-generational commitments to the way things have always been done. Yet, 
however scary it may be, some change is always necessary.        
 

Today’s text begins with an account of the Pharisees and the Disciples of 
John the Baptist doing something Jesus’ disciples were not, fasting. Jesus avoids 
walking into the tap of telling those who were concerned why the Pharisees OR 
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John the Baptist’s disciples were wrong. He knows that ones who question often 
spread doubt among any who will listen, “Have you heard what Jesus said about 
John’s disciples?” 

Now, planting seeds of doubt might not be the intention of people who talk 
about their moving experiences at OTHER churches but for those of us who 
already feel over-extended, that is what we hear. We hear about how other 
churches worship, study, play and grow and we think to ourselves: are we doing it 
wrong?  

Our nation encourages entrepreneurial acts as well as allows for the 
freedom of religion. This culture creates the perfect mixture for “startup 
churches”, especially in places where there are new younger residents, growing 
neighborhoods and economic development. It is a challenge then for visionaries 
to live in a more established economy with older residents who see innovations as 
unnecessary.  

Though we become accustomed to how things are, changes need made. One 
small change we’ve made as a church is to no longer hand out giving envelopes. It 
was those who work with our weekly giving who made this suggestion. They 
helped determine a way to save time and money by doing it a new way. We gain 
clarity without losing income.  

By a show of hands how many of you pays bills online?  The church would 
gain if you give to it in the same way. Our Treasurer, finance committee has said 
it, I’ll say it again: our church would benefit from online giving. See Wes today to 
get started it is not that hard! 

Back to the Bible: The Pharisees are the classic experts of the “old guard”. 
The followers of John are the “really exciting-yet deep group”. The stricter Jews 
treated fasting with highest regard. However, their ancestors only required 
fasting on the Day of Atonement, all other acts of fasting ran the risk of being 
seen as a show (of religiosity).  

Likely John was inclined toward acts of self-denial or sacrifice as his entire 
ministry was developed on the margins, “a voice crying in the wilderness.” His 
followers knew God through acts of forbearance.  

These days some people fast for medical or dietary reasons. However, to be 
of any value (to our faith) fasting must not be done as the result of a worn-out 
ritual. We should never fast if it makes a bigger deal out of us than the one, we’re 
honoring.  

Jesus chose a vivid illustration as to why his disciples didn’t fast. After a 
traditional Jewish wedding the couple did not go on a honeymoon they stayed 
home and welcomed friends and family. This became an extended time of 
rejoicing. The marriage moves from ceremony to an intergenerational, weeklong 
party.  
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Jesus indicates that to know him is to know joy, to be his disciples’ means 
to be engaged in the moment. “Can the wedding guests fast while the bridegroom 
is with them?”  The church has long spoken of being the bride of Christ, so then 
all we do; all that we are should indicate our joy in being disciples of the 
bridegroom. Our worship, fellowship, service, mission, meetings and even 
maintenance… should include joy. 

However, the temple can get in the way of the church. What I mean by that 
is simple: the building, the things we expect from it and even the times of day on 
which we meet can all become old wineskins. I’ve been told we’ve worshiped at 
different times, so too our Sunday School hour has altered… things change. Yet, 
the changes themselves are not the goal but the desire for a healthy outcome.  

The goal of a “religious person” or modern-day Pharisee is to remember 
what to do and when to do it but a modern-day disciple lives out their faith 
because of their relationship with the Lord. Jesus indicates that the value of the 
new wineskins is to hold the new wine. If one pours the new into the old the new 
will destroy both. New ideas are often the contribution of new people, new wine, 
new wineskins.  

Yet the opposite is true too you don’t need to be Chemistry major to know 
that eventually all of the old wine will evaporate if not enjoyed! There are 
countless churches within ten miles of here that are trying desperately to keep 
their lights on. These are often large facilities yet with aging, wearying folk. We 
are wise to pray for these churches, wiser still to learn from them. In many cases 
the faithful are just trying to make it, but the temple is too great of a burden to 
bear. Instead of thinking of ways to unload the ballast, they’re just trying to tread 
water… until they can’t stay afloat any longer. 

The future of this church depends upon the levels of engagement and 
connection that we develop with God and one another. If you prioritize time with 
God, you won’t be able to refrain from connecting with one another. The Holy 
Spirit will call you into the active life of this church and all that develops from 
you will honor God. The opposite is also true, whether new to our church or long 
established. 

This means if we aren’t taking time to read scripture and pray, we’re 
hurting ourselves. If we’re not willing to know the “least of these” we’re hurting 
ourselves. If we’re unwilling to be spontaneous, we’re hurting ourselves. If we 
don’t look for ways of partnering in mission and ministry, we’re hurting 
ourselves. If we think the way things are done is the way they should always be 
done… we’re hurting ourselves.  

I know this tone sounds scary… but it is necessary! Change is good. As I 
listen to story after story of declining churches, I find myself wishing that Pastors, 
Elders, Deacons, Trustees or others had said something like this from their 
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pulpit, at the board room or in the halls of their once healthy churches. Yet, here’s 
the sad part sometimes they did! Sometimes the voices of change aren’t silent but 
silenced.  

When combined, the new wine and the old wineskins are both in trouble! 
The logical question is: what can we do? How can we ensure that our church 
doesn’t become one of “those churches”, that our spiritual leaders are 
encouraged, newer members find ways of being given ownership and the long 
established don’t feel left behind?           

There’s no “easy answer” but we can start by encouraging our spiritual 
leaders to speak their minds; giving attention to our newest members and 
staying in communication with the long established who don’t want to feel left 
behind… but this is an ALL church effort.  

Encourage, get to know, and not forget… for this to “work” we need to 
spend time with the Lord and the word, so that when we come together, we’re 
doing so from a place of health. If we don’t pray, we won’t play, if we can’t listen, 
we won’t linger and if we’re driven by doubt, then the simplest comparisons will 
derail us. 

What I mean is this… If the success stories of other churches make us feel 
insecure, we’re allowing resentment to take the place of rejoicing. If the failure 
stories of other churches make us feel safe, we’re allowing pride to cloud our 
judgment. Being a healthy church develops from within, but it doesn’t stay inside 
these walls.  

We’re human, so we will always notice others and their ways; it’s part of our 
nature. However, the “success or failure stories” of others are not our primary 
calling but the here and now reality of, “knowing Jesus Christ and making him 
known.”                       

    

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, 
        Amen! 

  


